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Abstract— This paper provides and discusses an overview about the offline Arabic Optical Character Recognition (AOCR)
system. It also provides and discuses the challenges that must be considered in designing or choosing a cretin method for the AOCR
system. Recognition of Arabic characters is more difficult than Latin or Chinese language .The typical AOCR system consists of
five components: image acquisition, preprocessing, segmentation, feature extraction and classification (recognition). Each of those
contributes to the final recognition rate to improve of the AOCR. In this paper, the challenges in recognition the Arabic written text
are explained and discussed. As well as, the operations of offline AOCR system stages are discussed and studied in detail. The
operations of AOCR preprocessing stage are also provided and discussed. The AOCR stages drawbacks and advantages are
discussed in details.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
Arabic written characteristics. Sections 3 clarify the offline
AOCR system. Section 4 provides the discussion. Finally,
section 5 presents the conclusion and the future direction.

The goal of the Arabic Optical Character Recognition
(AOCR) systems is to transform the input data (pattern of
data), such as text written document on manuscript, text typed
on document or online writing into a digital format. This can be
manipulated by word processing software [61] [14]. In pattern
recognition field, languages recognition is considered as one of
the most complicated problem in Artificial Intelligent field
[49]. Generally, Arabic Recognition can be done offline or
online. In offline recognition, papers, manuscripts or
documents are scanned or captured, and finally are manipulated
by AOCR system. In online recognition application takes place
during the writing process, many systems where developed for
manipulating online AOCR such as [51] [2]. The online
recognition system however is beyond the scope of this paper.

II.

ARABIC WRITTEN CHARACTERISTICS

It has been argued that recognition of Arabic characters is
more difficult than others, such as Latin and Chinese [31] [61]
[10]. The recognition difficulties can be referred to the
following reasons:

1- Arabic language is written cursively, and it has 28
characters and each character is written between two to
four shapes according to its location in the word (see
table 1).

Arabic language is universal and it is a formal language for
25 countries, of population over than 300 million [31] [44]
[36]. Additionally, many Arabic characters are used in different
languages such as Ardu, Farsi, Jawi, Kardi [8].

2- The Arabic language is written from right to left. Fig 1
shows the Arabic printed sentence ―Alhoma Sali Ala
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Sidina Mohammed‖ (ؼٗا ٓضٔؼ٤ م٠ِ ػ٢ٍِ ُِْٜ― )اis written
from right to left using the Andalus font types.
Fig 2. Arabic handwriting word ‗Alordon‘ (ٕ)االؿػ
consists of Five sub words

TABLE 1. Shapes of Arabic characters in different positions
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
01
11
12
13
14
15
06
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Character
Name
Alif
Baa
Taa
Thaa
Jeem
Haa
Khaa
Daal
Thaal
Raa
Zaay
Seen
Sheen
Saad
Dhaad
Ttaa
Dthaa
Ain
Ghen
Faa
Qaf
Kaf
Lam
Mem
Noon
Haa
Wow
Yaa

ألف
باء
تاء
ثاء
جيم
حاء
خاء
دال
ذال
راي
زاي
سين
شين
صاد
ضاد
طاء
ظاء
عين
غين
فاء
قاف
كاف
الم
ميم
نون
هاء
واو
ياء

Connected
Isolated
ا
ب
ت
ث
د
س
ط
ػ
ؽ
ؿ
ف
ك
ه
ً
ُ
ٓ
ظ
ع
ؽ
ف
م
ى
ٍ
ّ
ٕ
ٙ
ٝ
١

Beginning

Middle

ا
تـ
تـ
حـ
رـ
صـ
عـ
ػ
ؽ
ؿ
ف
مـ
ىـ
ٍـ
ّـ
ٓـ
ظـ
ػـ
ؿـ
كـ
هـ
ًـ
ُـ
ٓـ
ٗـ
ـٛ
ٝ
ـ٣

ـا
ـثـ
ـتـ
ـخـ
ـزـ
ـضـ
ـغـ
ـؼ
ـؾ
ــ
ـق
ـنـ
ـيـ
ـَـ
ـْـ
ـطـ
ـظـ
ـؼـ
ـــ
ـلـ
ـوـ
ـٌـ
ـِـ
ـٔـ
ـ٘ـ
ـٜـ
ٞـ
ـ٤ـ

End

4- Arabic words may contain ligatures and overlapping.
The overlapping occurs whenever two or more
characters overlap each other, see Fig 3.a. The ligatures
occur wherever two or more characters touch each
other, see Fig 3.b.

ـا
ـة
ـت
ـج
ـذ
ـش
ـظ
ـؼ
ـؾ
ــ
ـق
ـل
ـو
ٌـ
ِـ
ٔـ
ـع
ـغ
ـؾ
ـق
ـن
ـي
َـ
ْـ
ٖـ
ٚـ
ٞـ
٢ـ

(a) Overlapping

(b) ligatures

Fig 3. Arabic handwriting words: (a) Overlapping and
(b) ligatures.

5- Arabic words may contain diacritics called Tashkeel,
the diacritics are considered as short vowels. These
Tashkeels are namely; Fatha, Dhamma, Kasra, Sukun,
Madda, Shadda and Tanween. Fig 4 shows the position
of these diacritics associated with characters.

ٕ

ّ

ٓ

ـٛ

آ

ٕ

ب

Fatha

Dhamma

Kasra

Sukun

Madda

Shadda

Tanween

Fig 4. The position of diacritics associated with some
characters.
6- Fifteen out of 28 basic Arabic characters have from
one to three dots. These dots differentiate one character
from another of the same shape, those characters are (ب
١ , ٕ ,  م,  ف,  ؽ,  ظ, ُ ,  ه, ف,  ؽ,  ط,  د,  ث,  ت, ), some
characters have zigzag shape called hamza such as ( , أ
)ى. Fig 5 shows some of the Arabic word examples
with dots and hamza.

Fig 1. Direction of the Arabic written text

3- The Arabic words may consist of two or more
subwords, the words divided into sub words if one of
the following )ٝ , ف, ؿ, ؽ, ػ, (أcharacters exist in the
middle of the word. Fig 2 shows the Arabic
handwriting word consists of five subwords.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig 5. Examples of Arabic word (a) with one dot
(b) two dots (c) three dots (d) with hamza.
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7- An Arabic word usually consists of two or more
characters which are connected through an imaginary
line called the baseline. Fig 6 shows an example of
such baseline.

Fig 8. Image question in Arabic OCR system.
Fig 6.

The Arabic baseline
3.2 PREPROCESSING

III.

The aims of image preprocessing are to reduce the noise
coefficients and to increase the readability of the input by the
processing system. The preprocessing stage is also necessary to
increase the uniformity in texts which is quite essential for
recognition system.

OFFLINE ARABIC CHARACTER RECOGNITION

The typical AOCR system consists of five components:
image acquisition, preprocessing, segmentation, feature
extraction and classification (recognition) [18] [36] [56]. Each
of those contributes to the final recognition rate to improve of
the OCR system. Fig 7 shows the offline Arabic recognition
general frame work. The operation of AOCR will be explained
and clarified in the next subsections.

The Preprocessing stage is the most important stage of
AOCR. It directly affects the reliability and efficiency in the
segmentation, feature extraction and classification process [26]
[22]. In order to improve the AOCR system performances,
generally, preprocessing stage should contain binarization,
filtering and smoothing, slant correction, skew detection,
thinning (Skeletonization) and baseline detection, (Fig 9). The
operations of AOCR preprocessing are explained and discussed
in the next subsections.

Fig 9. Preprocessing in Arabic optical recognition.

Fig 7. Offline Arabic recognition frame work.

3.2.1

3.1 IMAGE ACQUISITION

BINARIZATION

The AOCR systems usually accept inputs in bi-level format
or to be more specific binary format. Generally, the input text
images in grayscale. Hence, we need a preprocessing stage
called Binarization. It converts from gray scale image to bilevel image taking into consideration a threshold pixel value
for comparison. The threshold pixel value can be computed
based on the histogram of the gray values of the images. Fig 10
shows the Arabic handwritten word image ―Houda‖ (ٟؼٛ) after
converted from grayscale to binary format using global
threshold.

Transforming the written text in papers or transcript to
digital format is a necessary step in the offline AOCR. In the
image acquisition the paper is scanned or captured. The scanner
speed, document types and scanning quality need to be
considered in the document scanning. Fig 8 shows the image
acquisition operation.
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3.2.3

(a)

Skew detection and correction is the first step in the
document analysis and understanding processing [34].
Correction the skewed image is important in AOCR, because it
has a direct effect on the reliability and efficiency of the
baseline detection, segmentation and feature extraction [4]. The
skew is generally introduced into the image while scanning and
leaving it as it is without correction, will give wrong results
during document analysis and recognition [4] [34].

(b)

Fig 10. Binarization (a) Arabic handwritten word image
―Huda‖ (ٟؼٛ) In Grayscale format (b) In Binary format
3.2.2

The skew detection and correction can be classified into
three different categories: First: skewed angle at the paragraph
or the document level, this usually occurs because the process
of scanned. Second: at the line level. Third: at word level.
They often occur because of the nature of the Arabic text
writing [49]. Fig 13 shows examples of three different Arabic
texts require performing skew detection and correction at the
paragraph, line, and word levels.

FILTERING AND SMOOTHING:

Noise may appear in the images after scanning or
Binarization. It is necessary to remove the noise and smoothing
the input text image to prepare the data for the further
processing. Generally the AOCR systems are very sensitive to
noise. It influences negatively the system performances. The
images processing Median or Gaussian filters usually use to
remove the noise [20] [13. Fig 11 shows two filtered text
images, in the first, the noise was removed by using median
filter with window size 3-3, while in the second, the noise was
removed by using median filter with window size 5-5.

(a)

(b)

Fig 11. Results of removing noise from the original text image
using median filter with window size of (a) 3·3 (b) 5·5.

(a)

The nature of the Arabic writing or the Binarization process
may produce small holes or unwanted edges. These small holes
and unwanted information can affect directly in the systems
performance. The small holes should be closed and the
unwanted information should be deleted by using the opening
and closing morphology operation respectively. In Fig 12 the
Arabic handwritten word image ―Nahal‖ (ٍ )ٗضاsmooth by
using closing morphology operation. .

(a)

SKEW DETECTION AND CORRECTION

(b)

(c)
Fig 13. Arabic handwritten texts require performing skew
detection and correction at (a) paragraph (b) line, (c) word
level.
In AOCR, the Hough transform, Cross Correlation,
Projection Profile, Fourier transform and K nearest neighbor
(K-NN) clustering can be used for correction the skewed
images, such as ([20] [58] [61] [57] [29], More details about
the skew detection and correction can be found in [4].

(b)

Fig 12. Smoothing (a) Arabic handwritten word image
―Nahal‖ (ٍ)ٗضا: Contains many holes (b) After closing
morphology operation
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3.2.4 SLANT ANGLE ESTIMATION AND CORRECTION

Many AOCR systems have been developed based on the
text skeleton [36] [1]. The skeleton was extensively used in
supporting each of feature extraction and classification stages
[32]. Beside that its used as the basis for many methods
designed for Arabic text segmentation [8], more details about
the segmentation methods based on text skeleton can be found
in [8]. Other technique based on skeletons includes the
estimation the Arabic handwriting word baseline [37].

The slant is a common problem in the Arabic handwriting
text images; it occurs because the differences between the text
handwriting styles. The slant problem occurs if the vertical
components are standing in slant form on the cursive text
baseline. It supposes to stand on the perpendicular form and
lies above the Arabic text baseline. These vertical components
are called Ascenders [3]. More explanation can be found in the
Fig 14. Leaving the slanted text without correction, leads to the
wrong result in the later stages of the system such as baseline
detection and feature extraction.

In the literature, only few thinning algorithms designed
especially for the Arabic text. Mahmoud et al [54] proposed a
non-iterative thinning algorithm, which was called clusteringbased skeletonization algorithm (CBSA). The cluster centres
and the adjacency relations between the clusters are used to
construct the skeleton of the character. CBSA applies the fuzzy
ISODATA clustering algorithm, which consists of iterations
until the image is totally clustered. Instead of the fuzzy
ISODATA clustering algorithm, Altuwaijri and Bayoumi [39]
proposed the Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART2) for
clustering of Arabic characters, to speed up CBSA. Another
two parallel text thinning algorithms have been proposed by
Tellache et al. [41] for AOCR system. The first algorithm
works through four sub-iterations, each of which follows a
certain procedures. While the second, extracts the skeleton
based on the matching between the input text images. Many
other thinning algorithms have been proposed [38] [1] [26]
[32].

During the process, the slop of Ascenders must be detected
before correction the slant one. The slop of ascenders can be
calculated by computing the center of gravity for each stork,
and then it can be rotated based on the detected skew angle
[47]. The gradient orientation histogram can also use to correct
the slant of the handwriting text images [34].

(a)

Several thinning algorithms, designed for different
purposes, have been used to extract the skeleton of Arabic text,
Mostafa [42] used the non-iterative thinning algorithm, which
was created by Kegl and Krzyzak [19], to segment the Arabic
cursive printed words into characters or into small primitives.
In addition, Benouareth et al [9] used the sequential thinning
algorithm created by Pavlidis [59] for Arabic handwritten word
recognition using Hidden Markov Models with explicit state
duration. Many other thinning algorithms have been used to
extract the skeleton of Arabic text, such as [46] [21] [12] [60].

(b)

Fig 14. Slant Estimation (a) the Arabic handwritten word ―Albayan‖ (ٕا٤ )اُثdoes not require performing slant correction (b)
require performing slant correction.
3.2.5

THINNING OF ARABIC TEXT

Thinning is very important in AOCR system. It simplifies
the Arabic texts shapes for segmentation process, feature
extraction, and classification. This is resulted in reducing the
amount of data that need to be handled [32] [36] [1]. Fig 15
illustrates the impact of thinning in simplifying the Arabic
handwritten word shape, in which it shows the word Methlin
(ٖ٤ِ )ٓخbefore and after thinning. The example shows that
skeleton perceives the shape of the Arabic word. The Huang et
al [35] thinning method is applied on this example and showed
that the number of pixel in the word image Methlin (ٖ٤ِ )ٓخwas
reduced from 4174 pixels to 578 pixels.

(a)

3.2.6

BASELINE DETECTION

Detecting Arabic baseline is very important in AOCR
because it can be used to segment the Arabic text to characters
and make the text ready for the feature extraction stage [5] [8].
Also baseline has been used by most of the AOTR systems
[25].
Detecting baseline is one of the main operation in Arabic
preprocessing OCR system stage [22] [23], and it is one of the
Arabic written characteristic because Arabic language is
written cursively [48], the baseline can be used in either skew
normalization [37], or for segmenting the text into words or
characters [5] [45], also it can be sued to extract dependent
features [48]. Using baseline, the characters and shape are
classified into three groups Ascenders, descenders and special
marks called diacritics such as dots, shadda (Zigzag) and
maddah, and these groups may be constructed from stroke or
small element or complete character. The Arabic language
character shapes based on baseline shown in Fig 16. Ascenders
lie above the baseline, but descenders lie under the baseline,

(b)

Fig 15. Arabic handwriting word ‗methlin‘ (ٖ٤ِ)ٓخ: (a) before
thinning; (b) after thinning
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and special marks lie in either above or under the baseline
depending on the character [26] [22] [23].

(a)

(b)

Fig 17. Holistic segmentation (a) Arabic sentence ―Alhoma
Sali Ala Sidina Mohammed‖ (ؼٗا ٓضٔؼ٤ م٠ِ ػ٢ٍِ ُِْٜ )اbefore
segmentation (b) after holistic segmentation.

Fig 16. Arabic character shapes based on baseline
AL-Shatnawi & Omar [3] classified the Arabic baseline
detection methods into four different groups based on the
techniques used. The methods include, baseline detection
methods based on horizontal projection, based on word
skeleton method, based on contour tracing, and based on
principle component analysis. For more details about the
methods of Arabic baseline detection and the challenges in
detecting Arabic handwritten baseline refer to [3].
3.3

(a)

(b)

Fig 18. Analytical segmentation (a) Arabic printed word
―Fasikfikohm‖ (ٌْٜ٤ٌل٤ )كنbefore segmentation (b) after
Analytical segmentation.
Segmentation of Arabic cursive text is still one of the
Arabic OCR challenges. These challenges include, ligatures
and overlapping, the short distance between two connected
characters, and Arabic writing uses many fonts and writing
styles.

SEGMENTATION

Segmentation problem is the most difficult and important
issue in the AOCR. It directly affects the feature extraction and
classification process [49] [8]. Although many segmentation
methods have been created for segmenting the Arabic text, the
problem is still remain as unsolved issue. This may due to the
complex characteristics of the Arabic written text, which have
been described earlier in this research [8].

3.4

FEATURE EXTRACTION:

Feature extraction process is also an important stage in the
AOCR system. It has a big influence on the classification stage
[36]. The feature extraction process is used to analyze the
segmented features of the Arabic text for the classification
purposes, and in some cases the combination between several
segmented features could enhance the overall recognition rate
[17] [43].

The Arabic text segmentation methods can be classified
broadly into two approaches: First is called holistic approach or
segmentation-free approach. This technique aims to segment
the Arabic text to words or sub words [36] [8]. It splits the
paragraph into separate lines and then split these lines into
words or sub words. The horizontal projection method is
usually used to segment the paragraph into lines [6] while the
vertical projection method is used to segment the lines into
words or sub words [40]. For more details about the
segmentation holistic methods refer to [18]. Second approach is
called Analytical approach, in this method, the Arabic word or
sub words segment into small classifiable element or into
tokens (sliding windows), these elements or tokens could be
characters, mixture of characters or strokes [8]. For more
details about the analytical segmentation approaches refer to
[8]. Two examples about the holistic and analytical approach
are shown in the Fig 17 and the Fig 18 respectively. Fig 17
shows the Arabic sentence ―Alhoma Sali Ala Sidina
Mohammed‖ (ؼٗا ٓضٔؼ٤ م٠ِ ػ٢ٍِ ُِْٜ )اbefore and after holistic
segmentation. Fig 18 shows Arabic printed word
―Fasikfikohm‖ (ٌْٜ٤ٌل٤)كن, before and after analytical
segmentation.

The Arabic text feature extraction methods can be classified
broadly into three main groups, these groups are structural
features, statistical features and Global Transformations: the
structural features method, in this technique, features are
usually extracted based on the text topologies; the structural
features of Arabic text may include loops, the intersection
points, dots, zigzags, height, width, number of crossing points,
and such [27] [7] [44] [17]. The second is called statistical
features methods, these techniques are quick and effective, but
may be affected by noise. The statistical features used for
Arabic text recognition include: zoning, characteristic loci,
crossings and moments [18] [28] [30]. The third is called
Global Transformation methods; the Global Transformation
aim to shorten the text representation in order to get better
results. The global transformations methods used for Arabic
text recognition include: horizontal and vertical projections,
coding, Hough transform, Gabor transform [24] [50].
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3.5

CLASSIFICATION (RECOGNITION):

Classification is the last step in the AOCR system. It
assigns an unknown feature into a predefined class. AOCR
systems can recognize the text by either the Holistic (Global) or
Analytic strategies. The Holistic (Global) strategy recognizes
the whole words or sub words, as well as it does not require
segmentation, and it works on limited number of vocabularies
[11] [52] [49]. On the other hand the Analytic Strategy
recognizes the segmented features, as well it requires
segmentation, and can be applied on unlimited vocabularies
[53] [48]. A number of classification methods are used for
Arabic text recognition for examples: Template Matching,
Statistical Techniques, Syntactic Techniques, Neural Networks
and Hidden Markov Model [6] [11] [49].

IV.



Preprocessing is the first stage of the AOCR system, it
is the most important because it directly affects the
reliability and efficiency in the segmentation, feature
extraction and classification process. A bad result of
this stage produces the wrong input for the other
stages of the system. It leads to damage the system,
even if the methods were used in these stages are
effective and efficient.



Thinning of Arabic text is one of the main operations
in Arabic preprocessing OCR system. It simplifies the
text shape and reduces amount of data that need to be
handled. The effective thinning algorithm must
preserve each of the dots and text connectivity: it also
does not produce spurious tails, and it must be robust
to noise, as well as it avoids the necking problem.



Segmentation problem is the most difficult issue in the
AOCR, it directly affect each of the feature extraction
and classification process [49] [9]. Although many
segmentation methods have been created for
segmenting the Arabic text, the problem is still an
unsettled issue, because of the complex characteristics
of the Arabic written text, which is described earlier in
this research.

DISCUSION

In this paper, the Arabic written text challenges and
characteristics of Arabic OCR system are reviewed and studied
in details. In addition to what has been presented earlier in this
paper, various issues related to the problem of AOCR system
and further comments are given in this section. Those issues
are discussed in the following points:





The nature of the input datasets, greatly influence the
AOCR system performances. The writing style can be
divided into three categories. The first is typewritten
(Machine-printed) style, which also called computergenerated. It uses the similar writing style for the
whole Arabic characters. The second category is
typeset style. The ligatures or the overlapping may
appear in this style. The typeset style usually uses to
print books, journals, magazines, announcements and
newspapers. The third style is handwritten. The size
of the vocabulary and the writer dependency effect in
this style, which leads to wrong recognition [16].



The diacritics, such as dots and zigzag, have
significant effects on the AOCR system performance
in both accuracy and consuming time. Diacritics
should be eliminated before any process of AOCR
operations. Diacritics elimination may increase the
performance time, as well as it may preserve the text
topological.



The development of AOCR systems had not received
enough care by researchers, compared with Latin,
Chinese and Japanese OCR systems [38]. Where Latin
recognition started since 1940 [55], the first attempt to
recognize the Arabic language was in 1975 [15].



The AOCR system consists of five stages: Image
acquisition, Pre-processing, Segmentation, Feature
Extraction and Classification ―Recognition‖. These
stages work together to improve AOCR systems
recognition ratio, moreover to reduce the recognition
time. Each stage has an impact on the effectiveness
and efficiency of the system.

V.

The feature extraction process is used to analyze the
segmented features of the Arabic text for the
classification purposes, and in some cases the
combination between several segmented features
could enhance the overall recognition rate. The
classification is the last step in the AOCR system; it
assigns an unknown feature into a predefined class.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION

In this paper, the Arabic language characteristics were
clarified, and the operations of Arabic offline optical character
recognition system stages were discussed and clarified. As well
as the operations of AOCR preprocessing stage were also
provided and discussed in details. This paper also provides and
discuses the challenges that must be considered in designing or
choosing a cretin method for the AOCR system. Arabic
character recognition is more difficult than the other languages
such as Latin or Chinese because the text is written cursively in
addition to the complexity of the text characteristics. The
nature of the text written need to be considered and studied as a
challenge before designing the typical AOCR system, this area
is still open for further research such as writer identification
and fonts separations. The typical AOCR system consists of
five components: image acquisition, preprocessing,
segmentation,
feature
extraction
and
classification
(recognition). Each of those contributes to the final recognition
rate to improve of the AOCR. The exiting Arabic OCR systems
are still far than the human brain power, in the aspects of
accuracy and speed. Each stage has an impact on the
effectiveness and efficiency of the system. This study
concluded that choosing or designing the effective algorithm
for each of the Arabic optical character recognition operation is
a crucial issue, when the designed or selected algorithm is
ineffective, the system will be negatively affected.
Furthermore, the methods proposed in the literature works well
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2001. pp. 181-185. 25-27 July.
[33] K .Jumari and M, A. Ali, A Survey And Comparative Evaluation Of
Selected Off-Line Arabic Handwritten Character Recognition Systems.
Jurnal Teknologi, 2002. 36(1-18) Jun.
[34] K. Omar, A. Ramli , R. Mahmod, and M. Sulaiman, Skew Detection and
Correction of Jawi Images Using Gradient Direction. Journal
Technology, 2002. VOL 37(D) 117–126. Dis.
[35] L. Huang, G. Wan, and C. Liu, An Improved Parallel Thinning
Algorithm. Proceedings of the Seventh International Conference on
Document Analysis and Recognition (ICDAR 2003), 2003. 780-783.
[36] M .Liana, and G. Venu, Offline Arabic Handwriting Recognition: A
Survey. IEEE, Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine
Intelligence. 2006. 28: 712-724.
[37] M .Pechwitz, and V. Maergner, Baseline estimation for arabic
handwritten words. In Frontiers in Handwriting Recognition. 2002. 479–
484.
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thinning hand-written text, Pattern Recognition Letters, 2001.
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with the printed text, but it works badly with the handwritten
text. It is clear that no perfect AOCR system is available yet.
Hence, this area of research is still open for further
enhancement.
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